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ABOUT IT

The app was initially designed to educate and 
inform the user about what specific locations 
in bournemouth looked like. 

The concept remained the same however 
due it being a prototype there were a few 
features that were not iterated in the 
outcome.

The idea was to attract users of all ages and 
ability and therefore it was designed to 
simplistic and accessible to the users. The 
intention was also to adapt itself to the 
popular crowd of tourists that visit the 
seafront and include a multilingual option 
involved. However due it being a prototype 
these option would remain limited.

The use geocache technology is seen 
through simulated user location arriving at a 
location radius and a alert appears on their 
phone. The user can then go into the 
geocache and see their discovery. The user 
will then see a display of the location and 
can switch between the different view 
method to see 



CONTRIBUTION

Helped Terry Bridge’s with the layout of his app 
design. This was so the contents were more 
consistent and over cluttered.

Original

Current Icon

Helped Kyle Jenkins with 
the decision of his app icon	  

Helped Amy Poutney with 
the constrains and preview 
so that she could edit and 

Helped Abigail Norris 
with her vector graphics	  



DESIGNS CHANGES

Initial logo

Inspiration 
I saw this icon when looking 
for logo inspirations and 
thought about rotating it 
into a G

Result 
In the end I decide to 
highlight the location icon 
on the logo to represent at 
the logo as a location-based 
app.

Development

This is the design 
stages that I went 

through for the app 
interface. Th final 
stage shows the 
outcome of the 
interface once 

coded into Xcode. 



IDEA DEVELOPMENT
My first approach towards my project 
was to ensure that I created the 
graphical elements that were going g to 
be used to illustrate the storyboard. 

I wanted to ensure that I captured the 
locations in which I wanted to use on 
my storyboard in a real life perspective.

Once I captured an image of the 
location I began to construct a vector 
graphic image of the locations.

II wanted to ensure that all my graphics 
were created by me and not 
referenced by other artists.

It also gave me a wider range of angles 
and perspective that I believe would 
make the image as effective as possible 
the user.

The outline started off as a way to 
ensure that the elements in the image 
were covered. I wanted to ensure that 
the main building was in detail which 
would represent itself as being the main 
focus.

Overall the illustrations  proved to be 
an effective piece. The red outlines also 
made me think about using it as a 
separate piece in the storyboards. This 
would allow the users to compare the 
differences between the ideas of the 
building and then a digital construction, 
using the vector designs.



PRIORITISING ANALYSIS (MOSCOW)
Must (mandatory for the project to be successful)

• Ability to trigger an iPhone alert.
• The ability to sense a geocache when the users’ phone comes into close proximity of the geocache. 
• Display geocached content on an iPhone i.e. a single digital scan, a variable number of photographs.

Should (desirable for the project to be successful)
• The ability to resize photographs proportionally to a maximum size of the app screen without cropping.
•  The 

Could (optional for the project to be successful) 
• The ability to vary the intensity of phone vibrations.
• The ability to read text out loud (used for reading the ‘message in the bottle’). 
• The ability to translate text (used for reading the ‘message in the bottle’) from any language to English. 

Won't (categorically defined as being outside of the project’s scope)
• Enable users to capture media.
• Enable users curate content (to create a geocache).
• Enable users to create and publish geocaches.

To conclude from the prioritisation analysis , I was able to complete all the set out 
targets and meet the minimum requirement for the task. This analysis system was a 
great way to understand the important aspects required for the project and 
therefore help determined my work load and time management. 



GANTT CHART
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This GANTT chart began after the submission of the first brief. Like the previous GANT 
chart it proved to be a useful tool for time management. It allowed me to organise my 
workflow so that I was able to complete the required task on time.



APP SYSTEM



BROADER CONTEXTS

One of the contents that I looked at related to my app idea is Streetmuseum by 
Museum of London. Their use of geocache relates to my app design due to how it 
focuses on the historical aspects of London. It then gives users the opportunity to 
interact with pre-taken locations and allow them to access their camera to create a 
comparison in the era. The dailymail quotes it being a “time machine” (Zolfagharifard, 
2014)which suggests that the app gives the feeling of going back into time.

The technology used is “augmented reality” which combines the phone's built in 
camera and satnav.

ZOLFAGHARIFARD, E. (2014). Amazing app creates hybrid images of wherever you are in the capital. [online] Mail Online. Available at: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2567739/Streetmuseum-app-creates-hybrid-images-
London.html [Accessed 10 Nov. 2015].



EVALUATION

The project proved to be a massive learning curve as I was able to discover new 
aspects of digital design.  The graphical element along with the coding allowed me to 
get a breakdown of the necessary demands when assigned to such task. Even though 
the task only insist the app to bed a prototype I was still able to demonstrate my 
interest and understanding of the required task.

When creating the app I came across many difficulties particularly when trying to link 
the region and the locations.  However I did eventually over come it and was able to 
make the user location simulator work.

There are a few limitations within the built app. This is mainly due to the lack of time 
as well as the fact the brief insisting it only being a protocol design. The one particular 
limitation that would have affected the effectiveness of the app would be the 
transition between the outline image and the vectorise image. although one location 
does appear to work. I didn’t apply the commands to the rest as it was only to 
demonstrate the attempts. Initially the idea is to a slide view image where users 
would slide between the images rather than just switching a button. The switch also 
shows limitation towards the informative concept of the app. There is no label to 
indicate what it does and therefore it would be so effective and easy to use for the 
users. 

I was also unable to include the gif logo that would have been displayed on the 
launch screen which would represent a loading simulation. 

Overall I am quite satisfied with what I have been able demonstrate in my app so far 
as it reached the requirements asked by the task and a bit more. If given more time 
to further iterate on the app then I believe I would be able to achieve all the desired 
goals for the complete version of the app. I would definitely ensure that the users 
would have a better understanding on how to operate with the app as well as 
providing localisation which would give the app the support of different languages.

 

GIF


